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Director CanSkate Sunday 2022-2023/ Hospitality Year End Report  
 
 
CanSkate 

 Reponsible for the running of the sessions 3 sessions of Saturday and 3 sessions Sunday 
Canskate for the Fall /Winter 2022-2023 under the supervision of the CPA Saint -Laurent 
coaches and their assistants was achieved in a smooth and stress free environment.  
The help and involvement of parent volunteers to take attendance helped us facilitate the 
organization of the office after the renovation and helped us to prepare to sell the club 
uniforms. 

 
 We were there to answer questions regarding the progress of their kids and 

other concerns about registration and helping them find answers within our website. 
 
Hospitality 
Responsible for: 

 Buying the necessary snacks and beverages for all Canskate skaters and distributing 
them during our multiple events planned by CPA Saint-Laurent like Halloween and 
Christmas. 

 Halloween: preparing and distributing loot bags for all kids. 
 The annual Christmas celebration participants enjoyed special treats, games organized 

by the coaches, demonstration from the program assistants. 
 Ice show preparations which included 

• buying the necessary snacks, water and food for the multiple groups of 
skaters: CanSkate and Private.  

• - The ice show hospitality room provided our volunteers and guests with a place to 
re-energize during the ice show presentations on Saturday and Sunday. Prepared 
and served food, beverage, coffee and snacks. 

• -Preparing special brunch for the show volunteer and their kids on Sunday morning 
before the Sunday show. 

 
• Volunteers during the dress rehearsal for the ice show. 
 
To highlight the season, Skaters had the opportunity to participate in the Annual CPA Saint -
Laurent ice show. The backstage experience involved a lot of work and preparations, but I 
enjoyed contributing to the success of the event. 
 
In conclusion, I enjoyed being part of this committee and find that we work well together  
I look forward to continuing with the team for the upcoming season.    
 
Thank you. 
  
Maria Souvalian 

 

 
 


